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Hello. I am Yves Bernaert and I’m leading Accenture Technology across Europe.

So, why is it the best time to join Accenture and work on the Oracle Business Group? Joining on Oracle, it’s all about the New, we’re invested to create asset in all digital related services, whether it is IMAX, Interactive, Mobility, Analytics, Cloud, Security but as well on the latest New, on AI, on External Reality, on Blockchain. In those services we have assets that help us to deploy solutions to client. Whether you are on data-as-a-service, software-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service, infrastructure-as-a-service, there is asset we’ve developed jointly with Oracle to accelerate the rotation.

Why it is the best place to make your career? We are investing massively, and in particular to help more people, to develop their skills on the New, on Oracle. We have a lot of training, of classroom training, on all the solutions that are today available. When you do that you get the recognition because you get the certification which is very important in the market, and as well you evolve in your responsibility. Because we want to empower you to be successful, we are deploying a new leadership DNA which empower people to ensure that all of our leaders joining us are curious, are entrepreneur and are empowered to lead their business. So, I encourage all of you to apply and join the platform revolution on Oracle. Thank you.
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